Four graduates received VDI Karlsruhe Dual Degree Excellence Award

Kuantan, 18 November – Four graduates under the collaboration program with Karlsruhe University Of Applied Sciences, Germany, were selected as the recipient for VDI Karlsruhe Dual Degree Excellence Award at the Universiti Malaysia Pahang (UMP) 12th Convocation Ceremony. They were Kong Zhung Jie and Usamah Shamsuddin graduates for Bachelor of Mechatronic (Hons), and Muhamad Hayat Mohd Nor and Syafiqah Nabilah Ahmad Salim graduates for Bachelor of Automotive Engineering.

According to Director of German Academic Career Centre, Dr. Muhamad Mat Noor, Universiti Malaysia Pahang is the only university in Malaysia to receive this award from VDI.

"It is such an honour for UMP to have been selected by education institutions in Germany to collaborate with HSKA in offering world class dual degree and dual master engineering programme", he added.

Meanwhile, Professor Dr. Rer. Nat Dieter Hopfel, the Deputy President of HSKA said, VDI is an organization with a number of expertise in technology and engineering, offering financial, political and technology advice to the engineers as well as contributing to the technical and scientific aspects of German remarkable engineering development internationally.

"The ability to communicate in German as well as excellent achievement in academic is the essentials criteria to be selected as the recipient of this award," he said, presenting the HSKA degree in the first session of Universiti Malaysia Pahang (UMP) 12th Convocation Ceremony. A total of 43 graduates from the UMP-HSKA programme received their degree in this convocation ceremony.